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Abstract: This presentation highlights the general issues of physical planning for libraries, 
explores alternate plans from the angle of collection, users, staff, etc. The presentation provides 
some practical tips for the whole exercise of physical planning for libraries including tips for 
acquiring equipment and furniture, discusses other related aspects like space estimation, 
allocation and utilization. Lastly a case study of projecting requirements of space for a special 
library, namely, ISRO Satellite Centre (ISAC) library is presented with emphasis on various 
practical aspects of creating physical facilities and environment. 
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A. Tips for planning library building 
1. Library buildings cost 20 times (even more than) the annual budget of a library 
2. New construction is a rare phenomenon 
3. Before asking for new construction, explore alternatives; don’t expect others to do it 
4. Adoption of an existing building is not unusual  
5. Going for a low cost building is yet another option ( see case study of ISAC Library) 
6. Make sure that the presently available space is not wasted and that the cost of continuing to 
live in the present building (including cost of required rehabilitation work and impaired 
efficiency in services) is greater than the cost of new construction 
7. Buildings usually do not wear out but fashions, standards and needs change, growth of 
collection (with no/ few/ occasional weeding!), increased use lead to inevitable growth of 
library. Hence, addition, renovation, refurbishing and adoption are reasonable alternatives 
 
Collection related alternatives:  
? Intelligent relocation 
? Judicious weeding 
? Cooperative storing 
? Decentralisation 
? Separately storing part of the collection  
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? Branch libraries 
? Compact storage 
? Converting to other medium 
 
Users/ Readers related alternatives 
? Economies of reading seats 
? Stealing aisles 
? Restricting facility to ones own users in peak hours 
? Charging outside users 
 
Staff related alternatives 
? Squeezing one more desk 
? Careful rearrangement without loss in efficiency and in productive labour 
 
General alternatives 
? Adding a mezzanine floor 
? Making use of non-assignable or architectural spaces like hall, lobbies, basement, 
corridors, etc. 
? Consider adjacent non-library facilities like class rooms, meeting halls, administration 
office, etc. 
Note:  Clearances from structural engineer about load capacity, safety,  etc. are essential 
 
B.  Estimation of space 
 
Note:  1.  Each library must workout its own formula for housing the collection 
 
           2.  Check the norm yourself  to suit your situation 
 
- (i)   no. of volumes per rack 
 
- (ii)  weight of volumes on rack 
 
- (iii) weight of rack + vols. 
 
Actual at ISAC library 
 
Books & reports     500 per 3.75 sq. m. 
Bound journals      300 per 3.75 sq. m. 
Current journals        25 per 4.00 sq. m. 
Standards, reprints, etc.     1000 per 3.75 sq. m. 
Micro forms    10000 per 3.00 sq. m. 
Load capacity of floor           1500 kg per sq. m. 
Reading area                     2.75 sq. m. per user
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1. Stack 
 
There are many recommended norms for stack 
 
6 vol. Per linear foot (includes 25% free space) 
 
10-15 vol. Per sq.ft. (includes 25% free space) 
 
Add 
- 5%   growth rate per year 
- 6%   configuration loss 
- 25% non-assignable space 
 
2. Users:   
 
Total space:  25 sft in reading room + 25 sft elsewhaere in the building per user 
 
 
3.  Reading area 
 
Make provision for 10% of population to be served  
Norm for academic libraries (per user) 
     undergraduate      30 sft. 
           graduate     40 sft. 
           faculty     50 sft. 
 
Norm For Special Libraries:  75 Sft Per User 
 
4. Catalogue cabinet                            :  20 sft per cabinet 
5. Microforms readers : 150 sft per unit 
6. Conference room : 500 sft 
7. Staff 
        librarian : 250 sft 
       deputy head                :125- 150 sft 
       clerical staff :  50 sft 
8. Furniture 
          table : seating economy  vs  privacy 2’x3’ vs 4’x6’ 
          height   29”  ; Bullnose edge or wood/ vinyl round edge 
         Chair 
 Height                   : 26” 
   knee height                   : 17” 
                                  Rack                   : 71/2’x22” x3’ 
 
 
C.  Tips for acquiring equipment and furniture 
 
1. Generating specifications and drawings: 
 
? Other libraries 
? Associations 
? Manufacturers and vendors 
? Literature 
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2. Evaluation of offers 
 
? Fictious offers 
? Counter / alternate offers 
? Full specs & printed catalogue 
? Demonstration 
? Performance reports 
? Published evaluations 
 
3. Trade off of specifications with price 
 
4. Indigenous of imported? 
 
? Imported through agent or import directly 
? Need for installation, training and post-sale service support 
 
5. Importing formalities 
 
? Justifying the need 
? Import provision 
? Banned & restricted items 
? Agency commission 
? FE & CIF 
? Airfreight 
i. Delicate items 
ii. Light weight 
iii. Limited shelf life of consumables 
 
? User license, NMI & CDE 
i. Justification for importing 
ii. Consequences of not importing 
iii. Indian sources cited to be explored first 
 
? Provision of CD 
 
6. Maintenance and post-sale services 
 
i. Strategic spares unutlised 
ii. Spares imported / down time 
iii. Cancellation / change of agents 
iv. AMC 
v. Hike in cost of spares, consumables & AMC 
vi. Trial and error learning by new engineer/ agent 
vii. Training new batches of engineers 
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A  CASE  STUDY  
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